Alumne is the leading All-Aluminum trailer and truck body manufacturer in the industry. Due to recent increased media visibility and a new marketing campaign, interest has been growing internationally. Why are we growing so fast? The reason is simple. We are a superior company using a superior material and superior designs to make a superior product.

Alumne has a track record of customer service, expertise, and quality. Our designs are tested in the field, constantly upgraded, and re-engineered with new technology and materials for superior performance. We offer the industry’s best 5 year warranty and a Dealer Network that will keep your fleet on the road with local delivery and immediate repairs, parts, and service.

Quality, Style and Value

Allow us to introduce you to a better line of products... Lighter, Stronger, and more Durable.

Our truck bodies and trailers are made from high-quality, corrosion-resistant Aluminum specifically designed to be strong practical and sleek.
Golf Cart & ATV Bodies

- Custom body built for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
- Fold down sides for easy loading of injured players
- Tilt for dumping and engine access

Fuel Stations

- Auxiliary Fuel Station
- Auxiliary Fuel Station
- Auxiliary Fuel Station
- Auxiliary Fuel Station
- Auxiliary Fuel Station
- Bed Mounted Auxiliary Fuel Station

Production Facility

- Design engineering done using 3D Modeling
- Large inventory of aluminum kept in stock
- Large capacity 40” diameter CNC saw
- CNC Metal Shear
- CNC Turret punch for punching of sheet material
- CNC Press brake

Alumnne has the latest state of the art production equipment. We have the ability to custom fabricate almost any product in-house.
Production Of Trailers & Truck Bodies

Alumine has the capacity for large production runs to meet customer needs. Truck bodies are typically delivered in 5 to 10 days. Trailers are typically delivered in 2 to 4 weeks.

Standard and Custom Tool Boxes

Custom top mount boxes

Custom top mount box with swing up doors

Custom Back Pack box pull out drawers

Standard top mount boxes

Underbody boxes

Back Pack boxes

Dump bodies being built

Trailer platforms being built

Trailer platforms being built

Trailer platforms being built

Trailer platforms being built

Trailer platforms being built

Lawn Maintaince Beaver tail bodies being build

Trailers being assembled

Trailers being assembled

Trailers being assembled

Trailers being assembled

Trucks waiting for bodies being built

Trucks waiting for bodies being built

Trucks waiting for bodies being built

Trucks waiting for bodies being built
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Trailers being shipped

Trailers being shipped
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Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes
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Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Standard top mount boxes

Underbody boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Standard top mount boxes

Underbody boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Standard top mount boxes

Underbody boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Back Pack boxes

Standard top mount boxes

Underbody boxes
Contractor Truck Racks

- Pick up construction rack
- Custom stake racks for trucks
- Flat bed rack
- Adjustable tree rack
- Service body rack
- Movable flat bed rack that stores against headache rack

Custom Truck Racks

- Model 3360 Stacker trailer with stainless trim
- Lift in up position
- All aluminum frame toy lift
- Lift in lowered position showing front upper deck

Stacker Trailer

- Lifts and autos ready to haul
**Enclosed Auto Transport Trailers**

- Model 3331 auto trailer
- Model 3660 Race trailer
- Model 3344 Stockman auto trailer

**Aluminum cabinets and work benches for trailers**

- Front wall cabinets
- Side wall cabinets with work bench

**Hunting Dog Truck Bodies**

- Model 3660 Race trailer
- Flat bed hunting dog body with 3 compartments
- Dog box doors are lockable with large opening to accommodate large dogs

**Custom Specialty Bodies**

- Model 3660 Race trailer
- Custom video body
- Fish Tank body with rear steps
- Fish Tank body with fold down sides & air line rack

**Custom Specialty Bodies**

- Fish Tank body with fold down sides & air line rack
Goosenecks & Fifth Wheel Hauler Bodies

Model 1022 Hauler Body
Model 1032 Hauler Body with optional boxes
Model 1023 Hauler Body
Model 1033 Hauler Body

Spare Tire Rack Body
Recessed step

Light Duty Enclosed Trailers

Model 2221 Motorcycle trailer
Model 2231 V-nose MPV trailer
Model 2331 Lawn trailer w/Tongue box
Model 2344 Sportsman auto trailer

Aluminum racks and cabinets for trailers

Model 2231 Lawn trailer w/Tongue box
Model 2344 Sportsman auto trailer
Trailer with translucent roof racks & front cabinets
Trailer with aluminum roof racks & front shelves

Goosenecks & Fifth Wheel Hauler Bodies

Light Duty Enclosed Trailers

Aluminum racks and cabinets for trailers

Goosenecks & Fifth Wheel Hauler Bodies

Light Duty Enclosed Trailers

Aluminum racks and cabinets for trailers

Goosenecks & Fifth Wheel Hauler Bodies

Light Duty Enclosed Trailers

Aluminum racks and cabinets for trailers

Goosenecks & Fifth Wheel Hauler Bodies

Light Duty Enclosed Trailers

Aluminum racks and cabinets for trailers

Goosenecks & Fifth Wheel Hauler Bodies

Light Duty Enclosed Trailers

Aluminum racks and cabinets for trailers
**Lawn Spray Bodies**

Model 1132XL323K Flatbed

Model 1232XL3K Spray truck body

Model 1232XL3K Spray truck body w/spreader boxes

**Lawn Spreader platforms**

Model 1222XL312K Flatbed with rear spreader platform with side load ramps and bucket rack

Spray truck dual rear spreader platform with side load ramps and bucket rack

Spray truck rear enclosed spreader boxes with center storage

**Medium Duty Flat Deck Trailers**

Model 945GN 14K Equipment trailer

Model 955GN 16K Equipment trailer

Model 965GN 24K Equipment trailer

Model 975GN 32K Equipment trailer

Model 925 14K Equipment trailer

935 Folding ramp gate

945 Equipment trailer fold over ramps

965 & 975 Equipment trailer fold over

www.Alumne.com
**Light Duty Open Trailers**

- Model 433 Motorcycle trike trailer
- Model 622 Single car trailer
- Model 435 ATV & Turf trailer
- Model 720 Utility trailer
- Model 720 Utility trailer
- Model 725 Lawn trailer
- Model 930 14K Turf equipment trailer
- Model 935 12K Turf equipment trailer

**Fire and Rescue Bodies**

- Model 1232XL323K Fire brush truck body
- Fire brush truck body with boxes
- Model 1232XL323K Fire brush truck
- Rescue Body with top boxes
- Model 1320TBSW96 Tread bright Service Body
- All Terrain Rescue Body for crew transport

[www.Alumne.com](http://www.Alumne.com)
Commercial Flat Bed Bodies

Model 1132XL323K Masonry body

Model 1142XL323K Well Drilling body

Model 1152XL533K Bee body

Rack Bodies

Model 1234XL323K Rack body

Model 1132XL323K Stake Rack w/boxes & lift gate

Model 1142XL533K Flatbed with tunnel box & racks

Model 1152XL533K Flatbed with tunnel box & racks

Service Bodies

Model 1142XL323K Flatbed  with tunnel box & racks

Model 1310MFSW74FT Painted Service Body

Model 1320MFSW96FT Painted Service Body

Model 1320MFSW96FT Painted Service Body

Model 1320TBSW96 Tread Bright Service Body

Model 1320TBSW96 Tread Bright Service Body

Model 1320TBSW96 Tread Bright Service Body

Adjustable compartment shelving
Chipper Dump Bodies

Model 1534XL311 Chipper Dump with ladder box
Model 1544 XL521 Chipper Dump
Model 1544XL521T Chipper Dump with ladder box

Dry van bodies

Model 1820XL312K Van body
Model 1820XL312K Van body with roll up doors

Beavertail Bodies

Model 1733 Beavertail body
Model 1738 Enclosed Beavertail body with side dump
Model 1734 Beavertail body
Model 1735 Beavertail body
Model 1738 Enclosed Beavertail body
Dump Bodies

Model 1420 Insert Dump w/Cab Guard

Model 1531XL311 Landscape Dump w/fold down sides

Model 1532XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1550XL533 Trash dump w/Grapple

Model 1530XL311 Landscape trash dump

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors

Model 1530XL311T Trash Dump with hollow walls Quad Barn Doors & Chipper cap

Model 1420 Insert Dump w/tapered side kit & rollup tarp

Model 1531XL311 w/fold down sides & crane

Model 1530XL311T Trash Dump with hollow walls Quad Barn Doors & Chipper cap

Model 1540S3 Landscape dump w/combo rear doors

Model 1530XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1540S3 Landscape dump w/combo rear doors

Model 1531 Fold Down Side with adjustable tree bar

Model 1530XL311T Trash Dump with hollow walls Quad Barn Doors & Chipper cap

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors

Model 1530XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors

Model 1530XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors

Model 1532XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors

Model 1532XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors

Model 1532XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors

Model 1532XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors

Model 1532XL521 2/3 Yard dump

Model 1540XL521 Trash Dump w/2' barn doors